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Abstract
This article oﬀers a long short-term memory (LSTM) based structured prediction model taking
into account existing approaches to sequence tagging tasks and allowing for extraction of user opinions
from reviews. We propose a model conﬁguration and state transition rules which allow us to use past
predictions of the model alongside sentence features. We create a body of annotated user reviews about
mobile phones from Amazon for model training and evaluation. The model trained on reviews corpus
with recommended hyperparameter values. Experiment shows that the proposed model has a 4.51%
increase in the F1 score for aspects detection and a 5.44% increase for aspect descriptions compared to
the conditional random ﬁeld (CRF) model with the use of LSTM when F1 spans are matched strictly.
The extraction of user opinions on mobile phones from reviews outside of the collected corpus
was conducted as practical conﬁrmation of the proposed model. In addition, opinions from other
product categories like skin care products, TVs and tablets were extracted. The examples show that
the model can successfully extract user opinions from diﬀerent kinds of reviews. The results obtained
can be useful for computational linguists and machine learning professionals, heads and managers of
online stores for consumer preference determination, product recommendations and for providing
rich catalog searching tools.
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Introduction
otential consumers face a challenging
choice when looking for complicated
technical devices (for example, a telephone, a refrigerator or a TV). The existence
of a large number of manufacturers and model
lines on the market, the variability of possible
specifications of goods lead to a compound
growth in the number of possible options for
consumer properties of similar products. The
consumer either randomly chooses a product
relying on a brand name or makes a decision
guided by advertising. With the rapid growth
of the internet and social networks, most of
pragmatic consumers are guided not only by
advertisements, but also by user opinions of
the consumer properties that become apparent over time.

P

Manufacturers are also interested in better
understanding of their clients: which goods do
they prefer, what pros and cons of product features do they notice. Based on this data, decision makers can create a product assortment,
provide individual selection of goods and services, make special offers to clients and do
other activities to raise loyalty of clients and
increase competitiveness.
There are a great number of sources that can
provide you with user opinions about goods.
They can be thematic forums, review articles
and videos and social network communities.
Chain stores let their clients provide reviews
of goods they bought on their sites. Aggregators like “Yandex.Market” can ease the search
of this kind of information by collecting user
comments in one place along with the ability
to rate the usefulness of the information contained.
However, the majority of such platforms
only solve a problem of gathering information in one place, without analyzing and generalizing information automatically. Users are
forced to study and analyze the reviews on
their own, which can be problematic consid-

ering the large amount of information. Natural language processing (NLP) methods based
on machine learning can deliver a well-developed solution and practical representation of
information for analysis of the user opinion
extraction task concerning consumer properties of products.
Nowadays, most of the papers devoted to
user review processing are based on sentiment analysis of the text. At the same time,
sentiment is considered as an attribute of
the whole text or its large parts (paragraphs
and sentences) [1, 2], which is not sufficient
for user opinion extraction. Research in the
area of aspect-oriented sentiment analysis is
devoted to the problems of searching for definite aspect mention of products (consumer
properties and features) and determining the
user attitude to them in general, by means of
placing them into one of the categories: good,
bad, neutral, unknown [3, 4]. The most developed problem statement of defining user attitude towards a product is a detailed sentiment
analysis [5], where it is suggested to label
aspects and opinions in review texts, where
the user expresses sentiments about the given
aspect. There are a number of works where
conditional random fields [3, 6, 7] are used
for detailed sentiment analysis. Syntactic analyzer results (part-of-speech tagging, dependency trees, immediate constituent trees etc.)
are used as inputs for segmentation. Such
analyzers are not available for a vast number
of natural languages. In addition, the accuracy of these analyzers depends on the nature
of training data. Moreover, the given model
uses special glossaries: emotional, sentiment
etc. Recent advances in deep learning based
NLP statistic modeling allows us to avoid
using extra features when training the models
[8, 9]. Such models on their own learn necessary features for problem solving during training.
In this paper, we offer a long short-term
memory (LSTM) model for user opinion
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extraction which does not require the presence of such analyzers and relies on pretrained vector representation). For training
and quality testing, we use the labeled corpus
(dataset) of mobile phone reviews marked by
us.
1. Construction of the training
sample for user opinions
extraction from texts
There are few datasets for fine-grained sentiment analysis available at this moment. So,
[10] describes the USAGE corpus – an annotated set of 800 Amazon user reviews from
8 categories about rather simple electronic
devices like toasters and coffee machines.
The proposed review texts annotation scheme
consists of the following entities:
aspect is an important product property
or mention of it (with indication if aspect
belongs to the product which is described in
reviews);
description is a text that contains the
user’s opinion about aspect (with sentiment);
coreference resolution is used for cases
where aspect refers to an entity in another
sentence in the review;

corpus from the Amazon online store presented in [11]. This corpus contains 143 million review texts about 25 product categories
written during the period from May 1996 to
July 2014 along with metadata about product
title, identifier and product description, product category, brand, price, author identifier
and user rating. The annotators were asked
to mark aspect and description spans within
review texts. In contrast to the USAGE dataset, we gave strict instructions to mark only
full aspect-description pairs that together
form user opinions. Below “opinion” will be
referred as a pair
,
where
– opinion’s aspect starting
with a word on position
and ending with a
word on position
;
D (dbegin, dend ) – opinion’s description starting
with a word on position dbegin and ending with a
word on position dend.
Herein spans from different opinions should
not intersect. Thus, an annotated sentence
from a review text with opinion O1 consisting of aspect with associated span A (1, 2) and
description with associated span D (4, 5) can be
presented this way:

aspect–description link – for grouping
together related aspects and descriptions.
Although the USAGE corpus is available,
the authors decided to make an additional
annotated corpus. This decision was motivated by two factors. First, the desire to evaluate the quality of the opinion extraction
algorithms on the more complex and featured
packed products (so we annotated reviews
about mobile phones). Second, due to human
resources limitations, we decided to use a
simpler annotation scheme compared to the
one used in USAGE (we dropped coreference
resolution and annotated only full aspect–
description pairs).
Annotation was done on the user reviews

3,232 reviews were annotated in total. The
annotated corpus contains 9,344 opinions,
1,994 unique aspects, 5,124 unique descriptions. The quantitative description of the annotated corpus is presented in Table 1.
2. User opinion
extraction model
Tasks of the user opinion extraction model
can be presented as a sequence tagging task
where for each element of input sequence a
class label (tag) should be determined. This
requires spans of opinions to be reshaped as
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Table 1.
Quantitative description of mobile phones user reviews corpus
Quantitative description

Value

Number of reviews

3,232

Number of opinions in corpus

9,344

Number of unique aspects

1,994

Number of unique descriptions

5,124

a tag sequence. One of the most popular ways
to represent span as a sequence is an IOB format [12]. It uses three different tag types: O –
absence of any particular entity; B-X – beginning of entity of type X; I-X – continuation of
entity of type X. This paper proposes two types
of entities – aspects and descriptions denoted
with labels “Aspect” and “Description”. Then
the set of possible tags Y will contain the following elements: O – absence of any particular entity; B-Aspect – beginning of the
aspect; I-Aspect – continuation of aspect;
B-Description – beginning of the description;
I-Description – continuation of description.
This way we can uniquely associate a sentence
containing a set of opinions with the sequence
of tags as shown in the Figure 1.
As a formal technique for solving this problem, we proposed to use recurrent neural networks (RNNs). This kind of neural networks is
widely used to solve a broad variety of machine
learning tasks like natural language modeling [13], part-of-speech tagging [8], sequence

classification [14], audio recognition [15], time
series forecasting [16], etc.
The input of RNN at each time step t is the
next element of an arbitrary sequence which
is transformed into a sequence of outputs by
recurrent relationships between the sequence
of hidden states:
,
where xt – current input;
– previous hidden state;
U and W – input and recurrent transformation matrices;
b – bias;
f – nonlinear activation function.
Recurrent connections between the hidden
state allows for transferring contextual information about a sequence under processing and
use of this information when predicting outputs ht . This way we can see ht as an intermediate representation of sequence that accumulates information about the preceding steps

Fig. 1. Correspondence between opinion spans and IOB tag sequence
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of processing. In this paper, we use the LSTM
recurrent neural network [17] because it is less
exposed to the vanishing gradient problem [18]
compared to simple RNN:

format sequence of predictions the O I-Aspect
is wrong because the tag I-Aspect can only follow after the corresponding B-Aspect tag.
To model correlations between different predictions within the same sequence, it is proposed to use the conditional random field
(CRF) model that was proposed in [19]:

(1)
(3)

A classifier for word tag determination is used
in the following way: to each output value we
apply linear transformation and the softmax
function, resulting in a possible tag probability
distribution:

where A – matrix with probability of transition
from tag yi to tag yi+1;
– probability of tag on position i ;
W {w1, w2, ..., wn } – input sequence;
y {y1, ..., yn } – predicted sequence.
Then the probability of the sequence of predictions y is evaluated as follows:

(2)
(4)
From the general RNN definition, it follows
that information propagates in left-to-right
order within the network. In some cases, it can
be useful to know the context of subsequent
words for correct classification of the current
word. In order to allow the use of information
from both directions, in each step of the prediction a bidirectional neural network is used,
one of which processes input sequence in leftto-right order and other processes it in rightto-left order, after which the hidden states
corresponding to the same position are concatenated:

It should be noted that in structured prediction tasks (which include the task of sequence
tagging) there are dependencies between tags
in the output sequence. Therefore, models that
don’t take these dependencies into account can
produce ill-formed tag sequences. For example, when predicting tag sequence in the IOB

where summation in the denominator happens
by all possible sequences y.
During training of the conditional random
filed model, the log-probability of the true tag
sequence is maximized:
(5)
An optimal sequence of predictions can be
computed using dynamic programming. In
doing so, the optimal sequence of predictions
should correspond to the maximum of expresas follows:
sion

Using the model of conditional random field
allows us to predict a globally optimal structure
only in case the linear structure is considered
and only local features are used for each node
of prediction. This limitation led to the devel-
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opment of structured prediction methods that
can handle more complex structures (trees, for
example) and use non-local features (like word
classification results from previous steps) [20,
21]. Accordingly, for word tag prediction the
following expression is proposed:

The following form of
is proposed based
on model configuration ct and configuration
transition rules:

where Bi – i-th element of buffer B;
(6)

– j-th element of stack S on the step t ;
– k-th row of matrix E;

where ct – model configuration at the moment
t;
– function for mapping model configuration ct to feature set.
Applying the expression (6) for the user opinion extraction task in practice requires that we
define the form of configuration c and state-to. In our work,
features mapping function
we use inspiration from the dependency parsing model presented in [22]. Configuration is
defined as 4-tuple c = (S, B, l, Y ) consisting of
the buffer B that holds unprocessed elements
of input sequence, the stack S that holds words
from all currently found entities, the tag of last
found entity l (Aspect or Description) and partially constructed output sequence Y. Feature
vector
is formed at each step t which is
used to determine tag of current word and
change model configuration according to this
tag. The model configuration transition rules
presented in Table 2. The semicolon symbol in
the table denotes sequence concatenation.

– n-th element of predicted tags sequence
on the step t.
We use hidden states from the last layer of
multilayer bidirectional LSTM as the elements
of the buffer. In this regard, every element of
the buffer will contain information not only
about the word at the corresponding position,
but also about the preceding and subsequent
context. The authors assume that information
about words in a stack of found entities will
contribute to the accuracy of a starting position detection for subsequent entities. For
example, the “battery life” aspect found may
give a hint to the model that the next words
“is perfect” are the description. In addition,
an extra hint is the tag of the previously found
entity
. Rows of matrix
serve as
features for l. Input for LSTM are pretrained
vector representations of words obtained with
the use of the FastText model [23]. This work
uses vectors2.
Table 2.

Model configuration transition rules
Precondition

2

B–y

bt ; S t

y

I–y

bt ; S t

lt

St

lt

Source: https://github.com/plasticityai/magnitude
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When

calculating
tag
probabilities
only tags that obey preconditions from Table 2 are considered. This makes
it possible to avoid an ill-formed prediction
sequence.
3. Sequence tagging algorithm
Based on the foregoing, the sequence tagging
algorithm can be framed as follows.
Let the input text be given as a sequence
of words W {w1, w2, ..., wn}. We should determine the output sequence of word tags
Y {y1, y2 ..., yn}. The Adam optimization method
= 0.9,
[24] with parameters lr = 0.001,
= 0.999 and gradient clipping at 3.0 is used to
train the model.
Step 1. Initialize model state as B = , C = ,
l = 0, Y = , t = 0.
Step 2. Fill buffer with hidden states from
input sequence processed by LSTM network:
.
Step 3. If t < n, then go to step 4, otherwise
go to Step 6.
and
Step 4. Make the feature vector
determine the tag for current position in buffer:
.
Step 4. Change S, i, Y according to the rules
from Table 2 depending on the tag .

Step 5. t = t + 1, go to Step 3.
Step 6. End.
The results obtained from processing mobile
phone reviews from the Amazon online store by
proposed model and algorithm are described in
Table 3. For example, from the sentence “The
screen is fantastically large while the overall
dimensions of the phone are manageable for
those without giant hands” opinions “screen
is fantastically large” and “dimensions of the
phone are manageable” were extracted.
Furthermore based on the annotated dataset, user opinions on other product categories
were processed (Table 4). The results obtained
suggest that the model has shown good results
both for extracting opinions on mobile phones
and on products of other categories.
4. Experimental evaluation
of the model
Experimental evaluation of the proposed
model was done in comparison with the bidirectional CRF–LSTM model without character features from [22]. Models were trained
with the backpropagation method. Parameters
were optimized by Adam [24] with the following parameters: lr = 0.001, = 0.9, = 0.99
and gradient clipping at 3.0.
Table 3.

Opinions extracted from mobile phone reviews
Product

Opinions

Sony Xperia XA

Phone is awesome; phone is easy to use; phone is perfect for those who need
extra storage; battery life is mediocre; battery life is absolutely terrible compared;
no great sound

Apple iPhone 6S

It didn’t work properly from the beginning; it’s a decent; bad charger; worry
free product

Huawei P20

Phone is a flagship performer; phone stopped receiving phone calls; phone
is absolutely amazing for the price; the screen is fantastically large; camera
is simply amazing; fantastic camera; camera produces great photos
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Table 4.
Opinions extracted
from reviews of other product types
Product

Opinions

EltaMD PM Therapy Facial
Moisturizer

is a great night cream product; product highly emollient without being greasy;
product recommended by my dermatologist; very moisturized skin feel

Samsung UN55MU6500
Curved 55-Inch 4K Ultra
HD Smart LED TV

Easy setup TV; TV is not worth the money or aggravation; wonderful picture;
picture is so clear; remote is easy to use; remote is ergonomic and a breeze
to use; color is unbelieveable

Fire 7 Tablet with Alexa

Small tablet; amazing little tablet; screen does not react well to water; screen
is freezing; battery doesn’t hold a charge; battery dies to quickly; charging port
its weakness

The dataset described in section 1 was used
for user opinions extraction. Because of the
small sample size, estimation was done by
5-fold cross-validation. To exclude the influence of the lexicon of train sample during
testing, we split data at the documents level.

overall quality of the model. Values of criteria were calculated in two ways: strict – when
the match counted only if the found span is the
same as true span; soft – when match counted
if found and true spans have at least one common word.

The proposed model and CRF-based one
both use 2-layer bidirectional LSTM with
100 dimensional hidden state; the input vector size is 100. We used the following hyperparameters for mapping (t): CBT = 2, CST = 4,
.

Analysis of Tables 5 and 6 reveals that the
proposed model shows better performance
than the Bi-LSTM-CRF model for both
ways of criteria calculation. For strict matching, absolute improvement in the aspect span
detection is 4.51%; in the description span
detection – 5.44%. For soft matching, absolute improvement in the aspect span detection
is 3.77%; in the description span detection –
3.52%.

During testing, we tracked a set of criteria
common for such kinds of tasks: precision,
recall and F1-measure which determines the

Table 5.
Results of extracting opinions
from mobile phones dataset (strict matching)
Aspects

Description

Model
R

P

F1

R

P

F1

Bi-LSTM + CRF

39.20

50.58

44.17

41.30

54.03

46.82

Proposed model

47.87

49.51

48.68

49.70

52.93

52.26
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Table 5.
Results of extracting opinions
from mobile phones dataset(strict matching)
Aspects

Description

Model
R

P

F1

R

P

F1

Bi-LSTM + CRF

53.93

63.05

57.83

56.09

64.93

60.19

Proposed model

61.08

62.74

61.9

62.49

64.98

52.26

Conclusion
The suggested approach as a combination of the annotated dataset and an LSTMbased structured prediction model allows us
to extract from review texts opinions on consumer properties of both the product as a whole
and its features. The developed RNN-based
structured prediction model is capable of using
non-local features for entities prediction and
does not require additional syntactic features.
The model trained on dataset has shown better results compared to the CRF-based model:
F1 for aspect extraction is higher by 4.51%, F1
for description extraction is higher by 5.44%.

The experiments carried out have revealed that
extra features in the base model have positive
effect on the results.
The results obtained can be useful for NLP
and computational linguist specialists, for the
business community when selling goods, providing services and developing their consumer
properties.
In follow-on papers we will discuss questions
on the prediction of links between aspects and
descriptions for better opinion extraction and
also incorporating information about opinion
sentiment, as well as indication if the aspect
corresponds to the product under review and
coreference resolution.
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